GLORIA
The Chilean sensation is on the prowl

PHILIP GLASS
Visitors: the Mission Creek headliner’s newest collab with Godfrey Reggio

OSCAR NIGHT
Join the party at The Englert with FilmScene and friends
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The cast of Gloria.
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STRANGER BY THE LAKE
(2013) Dir. Alain Guiraudie. Frank hopelessly cruises for companionship at a beach in rural France, where he meets Michel, an attractive yet darkly mysterious man, and falls blindly in love. An erotic thriller that tests the lengths and limits of sexual desire. No one under 18. “An absolute must-see!” —Ernest Hardy, LA Weekly

Gloria
(2013) Dir. Sebastián Lelio. Gloria is a woman in her late 50s balancing family obligations with a new romance. Winner of Best Actress (Paulina García) at the Berlin Film Festival and Chile’s official submission to the Academy Awards. An insightful and uplifting comedy sure to please. “Not to miss. Paulina García is amazing.” —NY Times